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Abstract 
Traditionally most of the irrigated sugarcane in southern Africa is replanted in spring. A 
reason has been to minimise the potential growth losses associated with the three-month 
fallow period by having the fallow period in winter. A three-month fallow period is 
recommended as a control measure for ratoon stunting disease. For spring re-plants, the 
plant crop is typically grown for approximately 14 months and therefore starts its life towards 
the end of the milling season, in October or November. To maintain a rateable supply of 
cane to a mill, the harvest month for most fields needs to be moved to earlier in the season 
in subsequent ratoons. Thus, the aim of harvesting ratoon crops at 12 months of age is 
compromised and the average harvest age over a full crop cycle is typically closer to 11.5 
months. Here we present a motivation for an alternative re-plant strategy where sugarcane is 
planted in autumn so that the plant crop is harvested at the beginning of the milling season.  
Among other things this facilitates cutting all ratoon crops at an age older than 12 months 
when the crop is relatively mature with a higher sucrose content, whilst still maintaining a 
rateable supply of cane to a mill. 

The investigation encompassed analysis and/or development and synthesis of: 

o Data relating to cane age and sucrose content, and yield decline with ratoons; 
o Recommendations to promote soil health and reduce pest and disease pressures; 
o Technologies and systems to facilitate more cost-effective re-planting; and  
o Results from a project where a pilot system was implemented on 500 ha in 

Zimbabwe.  

Results showed that an autumn re-planting system would have substantial advantages over 
the traditional spring re-planting systems. The development and simulation models were 
useful for scenario assessments, including implications for transitioning a farm or estate to 
the new autumn re-planting system. Results from the Zimbabwe pilot project confirmed the 
very favourable theoretical findings showing substantial increases in yields and profitability, 
and much improved water use efficiency.  

Challenges to implementation include: 

o A lag in income associated with moving to a system where cane is re-planted in 
autumn rather than spring; 

o Understanding and implementing the fundamental changes that need to be made to 
the farming system to facilitate re-planting in autumn when there are usually wetter 
field conditions. 

The opportunity to incorporate cash-crops as part of an autumn re-plant strategy can help 
reduce the income lag. 
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